Just a Hello - Handmade Card
Using our 110 LB Cardstock
www.blackberrydesigns.com
By Nyoka Smith
Supplies
Step 1
Cut out your Blackberry
Lady image and ink the
edges with Tim Holtz’s
Tea Dye distress ink.

Step 2
Mat your image on the
black cardstock using
double stick tape. I
usually don’t measure my
matting, I just cut my mat to fit the image, but this mat
measured 2 3/8 x 2 ¾. Lay your matted and prepared lady
image aside.

Step 3

Card base – 6 3/8 X 9 ¼ (folded in half)
Pattern Paper background – 4 3/8 X 6 1/8
Pattern Paper Strip for bottom of card - 2
¾ X 4 3/8
Lady image from Blackberry Designs
Black card stock for matting
Scroll Stamp from Hot Off The Press
Flower mini brad
2 punched flowers from Fun Expressions
daisy punch
Border punch – Lace punch by Martha
Stewart
Double stick tape
Distress Ink by Tim Holtz – Tea Dye and
Vintage Photo

Cut your piece of background pattern paper. I used K and
Co. Ancestry.com Teal Floral and Letter. Ink the edges
with the Vintage Photo distress ink. Cut the piece of pattern paper for the bottom accent. I used Daisy D’s
Amour. Punch the bottom of this piece with a border punch. Ink all your edges with
the Vintage Photo ink.

Step 4
Punch a piece of the black cardstock with the lace punch to make a small black mat
and adhere this behind the bottom of this pattern paper.
Attach this piece close to the bottom of the card leaving a small edge. Attach all
pieces with your favorite adhesive; I most often use double stick tape.

Step 5
Ink your scroll stamp with the Vintage Photo ink and stamp along the
right side of your background paper allowing the stamp to over lap the
bottom piece of pattern paper.

Step 6
Punch and ink your flowers with the Vintage Photo ink. ( or use silk flowers)
Attach your flowers with a brad into the middle of your stamped scroll.
Adhere the Blackberry Lady image at an angle (for interest) beside the stamped scroll

Step 7
My sentiment was computer generated then inked and matted on a piece of the black cardstock.
Adhere the decorated card front to your card base. Place your desired sentiment on the inside of
the card.
Hope you receive lots of ooohs and ahhhh’s from your friends on your beautiful handmade
card!

